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Canvas

1A00 women jacket

%&'

00D1

No chest canvas    

%&'

('

%&'

00C1
Fused canvas

00C3

Single layerd chest 
fusing, single layer 

shoulder pad(' 
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Body struction Overlap style

1A05

Three pieces style 
on front and back

1901

03

Placket R/L
1A06 

Eight pieces style 
on front and back



Body piece split

03 1-

14Y7
The front piece and the back piece 
body (including the front and rear 
blades when the eight pieces are 
divided) are divided up and down in 
a circle at the waist position, and the 
garment pieces (including lower 
pockets and other slightly closed 
materials) are used as specified by 
the customer-

14Y6
The small body seam (near the front seam) 
is spliced with 2CM, and the 2CM wide 
splicing uses customer-specified material 
(this process will cause uneven outer 
seams, please choose carefully)-

14T2 
Size sleeve cuffs up 7CM horizontal division 
6CM width, 6CM width stitching with customer 
specified material- 
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Chest dart

1521 

Normal chest 
dart 

1524 
With chest dart,front 
big body split to the 
bottom 

1528 
No chest dart,2 
big body split to 
pocket    

152C 
No chest dart, front 
big body split to 
the bottom

1529 
No chest dart, big 
body split(princessline) 
from shoulder to 
pocket bottom

shoulder to 
pocket 
bottom

152K 
No chest dart, 
"Y" big body 
split to bottom

152D 
No chest dart,big body 
split(princessline) from 
shoulder to bottom  

152E 
No chest dart, big body 
split(princessl ine) from 
shoulder to pocket line

152L
 No chest  dart,big 
body split(princ 
essline) from 
shoulder to 
pocket

152A 
No chest 
dart, big 
body split to 
pocket

152N 
Chest dart to 
bottom, big body 
split to pocket   

152M 
No chest dart, 
front big body 
split to the bottom 
real 20cm slit
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Chest dart

152U 
The front body is 
divided into a blade 
back and a normal 
chest-saving hem 
(only for the chest-
saving net plate).

152W 
The front body has no 
chest, the back of the 
knife is divided in L 
shape, and the gap 
between the upper 
pockets is 2cm.

1525 
Chest to 
bottom

152T 
Front body knife back 
L-shaped split (when
there is a pocket, the 
front of the pocket is 
vertical to the knife 
back seam, and the 
horizontal split seam 
is 0.5CM, dedicated 
to the positioning 
plate)

really flat.

1592
The back of the 
front body is 
divided to the hem, 
and the front piece 
is added with a 
small oblique chest.

152Y 
The front body has no 
chest, and the back  of the 
knife is divided to the hem. 
The waist of the back of the 
knife is added  with a 
stitching belt with a net 
width of 3cm (seam 
allowance is reversed 
stitching. Each 0.6cm bead 
edge on the belt, press the 
cut to edit a pair of pleats 
under the knife back.

1597 
The front body has 
no chest, the back of 
the knife is divided 
to the position of the 
pocket, and the back 
of the knife is 
divided into 
connecting cloth.

only be used in 
single-open pockets.

1591 
The front body has no 
chest, and the back of 
the knife is divided to the 
position of the pocket

1539 
The front body has 
no chest, the back of 
the knife is divided 
to the hem, and the 
left side is really flat

1596 
The front body has no chest, the knife back is 
divided to the hem, and the front knife back 
pocket is divided up and down. It can only be 
used in single-open pockets
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Lapel and collar

100A 
Notch lapel 
middle contrast    

100G
C1A shawl lapelArc underpart 

Shawl lapel

10F2
1001 

Notch lapel  
1002 

Peak lapel 
1005 

Shawl lapel

1004

Semi-peak lapel

1906 
Aligned 
semi-peak 
lapel

1903 
Aligned peak 
lapel

100N 
No.2 Peak lapel

1007 
Notch shawl 
lapel

190R

Arc underpart 
Peak lapel
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Lapel and collar

100C

Chinese stand 
collar 

100Y 
Very narrow collar 
band shawl lapel

Fish lapel

1006 100L
Designed "1" 
notch lapel

100J
Designed "2" 
notch lapel

10H9 
Peak lapel with 
appoint peak lapel 
shape fabric under 
lapel-

1699 
Peak lapel with 
contrast fabric 
appoint-

101Q 
Standard V 
shape,no collar

101K 
Round notch 
lapel, round collar

101J 
Round peak lapel, 
round collar

101Y 
Diamond collar

100Z 
Peak and 
shawl lapel
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Lapel and collar

10F3

Knife shawl lapel
10F1

A shawl lapel Round peak 
lapel

101H

101T 
Notch square 
lapel, round 
collar

19A1 
Notch lapel with 
contrast fabric-

Aligned george 
notch lapel

190V 100H

Designed 
3 peak lapel

100F

Designed 4 
peak lapel

100R

Designed 7 
peak lapel

190D

Designed SS 
peak lapel

Designed G peak 
lapel

100Q
1062

Notch lapel,lower 
george 
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Lapel and collar

101P 
Round no collar 101G 

Round notch lapel 

Dovetail notch 
lapel

190Y

Designed 3 notch 
lapel

100K

190T 
Aligned george notch 
lapel，round lapel 
square collar

Small half-peak 
lapel

10JN

Peak lapel, 
lower george

100D

10HJ

V stand collar

100S
TF peak lapel 

TFH peak 
lapel

100U

101U 
Round V collar

19AZ
(SA7L)PK lapel 
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Lapel and collar

1902 
Notch lapel,stand 
collar

100W

190C 
Aligned george peak 
lapel，shawl lapel 
shape

190F

C2AN notch 
lapel

Peak lapel, extra small,
collar cover lapel

100M 
Small peak lapel YE notch lapel

101D

1909

Aligned george 
peak lapel 

190A

CA7L peak 
lapel

10A2
TFYH Flat barge 
head 

10A3
V arch square 
standing collar 
(with collar 
band)

100E

CLY notch lapel 
1063 

Es Notch lapel 
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Lapel and collar

19AY
PK lapel with SV 
big notch

10HF 
Square corner 
collar(wi th 
lead)

10H5
V-shape square
stand collar（with
collar brand）,the
toppling point was
1CM up to the upper
collar point to cut the 
upper width and 
lower narrowness

point to cut the 
upper width and 
lower narrowness

10H3 
Low collar door 
collar(big round 
collar angle)

10HV
V shape，no 
collar, motch 
lapel(no collar 
stand, lapel piece 
fixed, chect canvas 
singly use,no chest 
canvas ingore 
chest canvas 
description)

chest canvas 
description)

190U 
Notch lapel with big 
round angle

190L 
Peak Lapel(lapel Snap 
head splicing 2.0CM, 
stitching seam with 
wrapping strip), 
customer appointed 
wrapping strip-

101Z 
backshoulder dart（No 
podium） Flip point 
straight to posterior collar 
socket division(upper 
width and lower narrow)-

10A1 
One-piece V-shaped stand 
collar (Collar with no collar 
stand. Collar holder in the 
middle of inside back

100T
Low-stand 
collar(with 
collar stand)
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Lapel and collar

19A2
Flat lapel head, apply the lapel head 
(show the lapel head, detachable, 
corresponding to the left keyhole 
position, detachable lapel line lock a 
round head horizontal buttonhole, the 
eye position is the same as the front 
door)-

10J1
SV half berm 
barge head

10A5  
RC 7# notch 
lapel

10A4 
Semi-notch lapel

10H8
Small V 

shape collar

10J2 
Semi-peak 
lapel(gorge 
line lower 2.0)

19A9 
Peak lapel(gorge 
line lower 2cm)

19AE 
Research and 
development of 
No.11 berm 
barge head

head

19AF 
Small peak lapel

19AG 
Low serial peak 
(serial drop 
3.0cm)

19AK 
Number 2 peak 
lapel (gorge line 
lower 2.0cm)
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Lapel and collar

190Z 
Lapel or collar style:Peak 
lapel (gorge line lower 2.0)
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Front buttons

Single breasted one 
button

1011

Single breast 2 
button 

1012 1013
Single breast 3 button

102F
Double breast 2 
button 1 button 
faston 

1 button 

faston

1018
Double breast 6 
button 1 button 
faston

1017

Double breast 4 
button 1 button 
faston

Double breast 6 
button 2 button 
faston 

1016

Double breast 6 
button 3 button 
faston

1019 1021
Single breast 3 
button 2 top 
decorated buttons 

Double breast 4 
button，2 button 
faston

1015 102B 
Single breast 3 
button barge heads 
to second buckles

buckles

101M 
Double breast 4 
button, 2 button 
faston faston lower 
button positon

button 
positon



101C

Single breast 
4 button 

1023

Single breast 5 
button

10H1 
4*2 front 
buttons(use 4*1 
pattern)

1025 
Double 
breasted 8 
buttons with 
four buttons 
fasten(low 
button position) 

Front buttons

11

101E
Single breasted 
buttons，low button 
position，There is 
no buttonhole on 
the front door, no 
overlap)

10HQ 
Double breasted four 
buttons two buttons 
fasten(Use double-row, 
four-button board), 9cm 
below the bag position of 
the final button（The 
overall deduction is 
down, choose carefully）

1027
Single breast 7 
buttons（small 
button distance，pls 
pay attention）

10H6
Double row six 
button two (low 
button)

1024
Double breasted 
two buttons 
（one button 
fasten）

102E 
Double breasted 
3 buttons with two 
buttons fasten(V-
shaped, the top is 
wide and the 
bottom is narrow)

1031 
Front buttons:Double 
breasted six buttons 
three buttons fasten
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Front buttoning

190K-front add 6 decorative buttons

1167F-The front door does not lock the eye, does not 
nail buckle(no door size, clothing size is smaller than 
normal 1CM), left and right front door stop rebuttal point 
water

167J
The front door of 167J is not keyhole or fastening. The diagonal 
belt is 4.5cm net width and 60CM long at the right front door 
tipping point.Right dart seam (clamped on the back seam of the 
front knife when cutting eight pieces)Side seam waist section 
position add two string belt (string belt net length 6.0CM dark set)

set)

164W-No front buttonhole or button,button and thread will be sent 
with garment
1641-Appointed invisiab snap -(for front placket with no button
hole,default style)
1643-Front add back botton



Front buttoning style

1642
Front slanted buttonhole（same style as men's）

190E 
Front button with opposite buttons(strip 2.0cm) 167D 

Front without buttonhole, add hook
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Front buttonhole thread color 

16M2:Front buttonhole thread color customer appoint-

16M0:Front 1st buttonhole thread color customer appoint-

19R1 Front 2nd buttonhole thread color customer appoint-

19R2 Front 3rd buttonhole thread color customer appoint-



Lower pocket style

1201 
Normal pockets Double besom 

lower pocket

1231

1261 
Normal welt 
lower pocket

12A1 
Normal Slant 
Pocket(Doube 
besom with 
flap )

12D1 
Normal slant 
double besom 
lower pocket

12J1

Normal patch 
pocket

1200 
No low pocket

12S7 
Welt lower 
pocket add flap

12S6 
Welt lower 
pocket add  
right-angle flap

12D2 
Normal slant welt 
lower pocket

15

12J4 
Patch pocket with 
1.2cm contrast 
fabirc on the edge

126G 
3cm welt 
lower pocket



Lower pocket style

126L 
1.5CM single 
welt pocket

1265 
2.0CM single 
welt pocket

1263 
2.5CM single 
welt pocket

12J3

Patch pocket
12K8

Patch pocket with 
single pleat

12J5 
Patch pocket with 
appointed fabric  at 
the opening-

126N 
2.0CM single welt 
pocket with 1.0cm 
appointed fabrics at the 
opening

1232
Double besom 
fake pocket

18KM
Flap pocket with 
appointed fabric 
at upper besom-

12A5 
Slant flap pocket 
with appinted 
fabric at upper 
besom 

123A 
Double besom pocket 
with trapezoid 
flap(front 5cm, back 
3cm)

1234 
Double besom pocket 
with trapezoid flap 
(Front 3CM, Back 
5CM)

16



Lower pocket style

Slant double besom 
pocket with 
trapezoid flap

12A3

1212 
Double besom pocket 
with trapezoid round 
flap(front 3.8cm, back 
5cm)

12J6 
Patch pocket 
with  round flap

12K4
Patch pocket 
with single pleat 

12LH 
Square patch 
pocket 

12S8 
Single welt 
pocket with single 
pleat flap

17

12D3 
French curve 
slant pocket 

12J2 
Large patch 
pocket(series A/7/9 
only) 

12J7 
Patch pocket 
with diamond 
buttoned flap

12A7 
Very slant 
double besom 
pocket

12A4 
Very slant double 
besom pocket 
with flap 

12C1 
Extreme slant 
double besom 
pocket



Lower pocket style

17 1-

12C2 
Extreme slant 
double besom 
pocket with flap

12A6 
Reverse very 
slant double 
besom pocket 
with flap

120A 
Hidden seam 
pocket with 
0.5cm bartack(8 
slit panels on 
front&back only)

BU

12S4 
Horizontal 
partitioning of front 
waist stanza 3cm 
with fake flap

1213 
Right double besom pocket 
with flap, left double besom 
pocket. Both withpatch 
pocket(series7 only)

12J8 
Patch pocket with 1.0cm 
appointed elblow pad 
material around pocket-

12D5
2cm width slant single welt 
pocket 

12K2 
Patch pocket with box 
pleat and buttoned 
diamond flap

1214 
Double flap pocket 



Lower pocket style

17 2-

12SA 
Double besom 
pocket with 
square flap

12D8 
Slant single welt 
pocket（8 slit panels 
on front&back only）

12D6 
Single welt pocket（8 
slit panels on 
front&back only）

126R 
2.0cm single 

welt pocket（8 slit 
panels on front&back 
only）
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13A0 
Patch pocket with 
appointed fabric-

13A1 
Flap pocket with 
appointed flap-

Lower pocket flap style

13BE 
Flap pocket with U-shape 
appointed fabric（1.0cm）around 
flap-

131C
Flap pocket with appointed 

piping around flap- 

131F 
Flap pocket with 
inner fabric flap

171F 
Right flap pocket 
with appointed flap-

171E 
Left flap pocket with 
appointed flap-
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Lower pocket piping style

131C 
Flap pocket with appointed 
piping fabric around flap-
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1659 
Appointed lower 
seam fabric-

1665 
Appointed lower 
seam and bottom 
fabric-

Pocket seam fabric

1654 
Lower seam and 
bottom with satin

1650 
Lower seam 
with stain

1667 
Appointed lower seam 
and bottom fabric(Single 
welt pocket and double 
besom pocket only)

171C 
Appointed left 
pocket lower 
seam-



Lower pocket flap width Ticket pocket flap width

13B2 
The width of ticket pocket flap-4.5cm, 7cm 
distance to lower pocket

19

13A2: The width of lower pocket flap-3.5CM 

13A7: The width of lower pocket flap-4.0CM 

13A5: The width of lower pocket flap-4.5CM 

13A3: The width of lower pocket flap-5.5CM 

13C1: The width of lower pocket flap-6.0CM 

13C2: The width of lower pocket flap-6.5CM 

13A6: The width of lower pocket flap-7.5CM 

13A8:The width of lower pocket flap-5.0CM

13B1 Ticket pocket flap customer appointed fabric-
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1270
Regular ticket 

pocket（Double 
besom with flap）

12R5 
Regular slant 
double besom 
ticket pocket with 
flap

1274 
Welt pocket 
with flap

127A 
Double 
besom ticket 

pocket

1273 
Left double 
besom ticket 
pocket

12R1 
Regular slant 
right double 
besom ticket 
pocket

12R2 
Regular slant 
left double 
besom ticket 
pocket

Ticket pocket

12R9 
Regular slant 
double besom 
ticket pocket with 
flap,upper besom 
material indicated-

1271
Left & Right regular 
ticket pocket(Double 
besom with flap)

127N 1278
Patched ticket 
pocket

1272 
Left&right ticket 
pocket（Double 
besome with flap

1.5cm Single 
welt ticket 
pocket
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Ticket pocket

1275 12R6 
Left & Right slant 
double besom ticket 
pocket

Left & Right 
double besom 
ticket pocket
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Ticket pocket besom Pocket seal style

1668 
Ticket pocket 
besom material 
indicate-

13B1
Ticket pocket flap 
material indicated-

1669 
Ticket pocket 
besom and bottom 
material indicated--
(ignore if without 
ticket pocket)-

16AB 
Patched ticket 
pocket customer 
appointed fabric-

1317 Lower pocket unsealed
131G Large pocket and ticket pocket without 
seal（ignore if without ticket pocket）
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L o w e r  p o c k e t  b a r t a c k

1302 
Outter pocket- I 
bartack

1303 
Outter pocket- D 
bartack
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Breast pocket

Patched chest 
pocket

1150

Regular chest 
pocket

1101

1100
No chest pocket

1103

111B
2.0cm width single 
welt chest pocket

 Rch shape chest 
pocket

1102 1112

Double besom 
chest pocket

Patched single 
pleat chest pocket 

1121

1105 
Right normal 
chest pocket，no 
left chest pocket

1151 
Left&right 

patch chest 
pocket 

1154 
Patch chest 
pocket with flap

111M 
Double  besom 
chest  pocket  
w i th  t r iang le  
but tons

Ship shape 
chest pocket 
(2.0cm width)
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Breast pocket

118Q 
Left&right patch 
pocket(the 0.1cm pic 
stitch)with diamond flap

118H 
Left&right patch 
pocket(the 0.1cm pic 
stitch)with diamond flap 
with button&buttonholes
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Chest pocket besom yarn direction

16R1 
Chest pocket besom 
yarn 45% cutting
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Breast pocket top edge use fabric 

165K 
Breast  pocket  top 
edge(1cm wid th)  
use fabr ic -

      165L 
Breast  pocket  
top edge(1.2c 
m wid th)use 
fabr ic -  

Breast pocket contrast

165N 
Breast pocket in fabric-

166K 
Breast pocket top 
edge make with 
squre contrast 
piping, 1cm width, 
contrast piping 
use fabric-

18GH 
Breast pocket bottom 
edge(1cm) use elbow 
fabric code-
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1611
Fake Sleeve slit 
Fake buttonhol e

1612
Working sleeve 
slit, working 
buttonhole

Sleeve slit style

1613
No sleeve slit, 
no button, no 
buttonhole

1614 161D 
Working slit buttonhole No slit & no 

buttonhole 

1615
Fake sleeve slit 
& no buttonhole

12R8
Working sleeve 
slit, no buttonhole

1616 
Working 
sleeve slit, no 
buttonhole

167B 
Working sleeve slit length 
4cm, no buttonhole 
(Easy to cause the 
sleeves to turn up, pay 
attention to use this 
code)

167Z 
Working sleeve slit 
& no buttonhole(V 
shape 

16X6 
Working sleeve slit 
with placket on each 
side, working 
buttonhole

buttonhole

16X2 
Working sleeve 
slit with placket 
on each side, 
working slanted 
buttonhole

slanted 
buttonhole



Sleeve slit

161C 
Fake sleeve slit, 
standard slanted 
sleeve

16XH 
Working sleeve 
slit, working 
buttonhole,s leeve 
vent corner 
sewing by hand

161K 
Working sleeve slit, 
no sleeve 
buttonhole,sleeve 
vent corner sewing 
by hand

1964 
Working sleeve 
slit, with placket 
appointed-

1617 
Working slanted 
sleeve slit,slanted 
buttonhole, for 3 
sleeve button only

161M 
Working slanted 
sleeve slit, 
slanted 
buttonhole

1618 
Standard sleeve slit 
20cm length, 
standard buttonhole

167G 
Sleeve inside 
with standard 
sleeve & 
buttonhole

26

167K 
Working sleeve slit 
length 7cm,no 
buttonhole,with I 
style bartack 

161N 
Standard sleeve 
slit,no buttonhole, 
15cm with 
contrast,2.5cm 
width, contrast use-

167H 
Working sleeve slit 
length 6cm, no 
sleeve buttonhole, 
cuff edge use 
fabric(not suggested, 
pay attention to use 
this code)-

161E 
Working sleeve 
slit &  buttonhole, 
cuff inside with 
patch,  patch 
fabric appointed-



Sleeve slit
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12R3 167L 
Real sleeve slit with 4cm 
square bottom,no 
buttonhole, sleeve bottom  
with customer appointed 
fabric(pls kindly note that 
the craft is easy to make 
sleeve hem turn up)-

161Z 
Real sleeve slit with 
decoration 
buttonhole and 
buttoning, fixed the 
slit

161A 
Real sleeve slit with 
french round 
hem(width 6cm),inside 
cuff with cricle welt, top-
button with strip 1.0cm

167Q 
Real sleeve slit with 6cm 
square botttom,no  
buttonhole (pls kindly note 
that the  craft is easy to make 
sleeve hem turn up

Û
]û

]

161G 
No  sleeve slit, no 
buttonhole and 
 buttons(s leeve s l i t  
length  16cm

161F 
No sleeve slit no 
buttonhole(cuf f button 
with square slit, length 
2ocm)

Û
]û

]

Real sleeve slit with 
hidden 
buttonhole(Single large 
sleeve pieces with 
button)
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Sleeve button

1629

2 flat buttons

1624

3 flat buttons

1621

4 flat buttons

1627

5 flat buttons

1625 1622

 3 kissing buttons 

16A7

4 kissing button 24# sleeve button

16A1

1 32# button 

1626 
No sleeve 
button

1630

 2 kissing buttons 

1623

5 kissing buttons 

162Z

6 kissing buttons 
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Sleeve button

16X1 

7 flat buttons

16X0 

8 flat buttons

19XD
2 buttons, 
2cm distance 
to the cuff

1631
2 buttons, 6cm 
distance to the cuff
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Style for last buttonholes 

18P9
Only left last sleeve 
buttonhole customer 
appoint color-

18P0 
Customer specify the 
color of the last 
buttonhole   of the right 
sleeve-

Real slit and real 
buttonholes

Normal slit and 
normal buttonholes

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Style for buttonholes of cuffs

1921 1st sleeve buttonhole thread color:customer appointed
1922 2nd sleeve buttonhole thread color:customer appointed 
1923 3rd sleeve buttonhole thread color:customer appointed 
192A 4th sleeve buttonhole thread color:customer appointed 
192R 5th sleeve buttonhole thread color:customer appointed
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Style for back vent

14N0 

No back vent

14N2 
Side back vents

14NA
No back vents,add two belt 
loops at sideseam with a belt 
(the belt length is 2 meter 
and the width is 5cm ) 

meter and the width 
is 5cm )

14NC 
Tab for back (3.5CM 
width)and central vent

14H0 
Back with waist strap, no vent

14N3 
Central back vent, princess 
segmentation line( Shoulder 
seam to bottom, only for 8 
pieces segmentation) 

14N7 
No back vent, princess 
segmentation line( Shoulder 
seam to bottom, only for 8 
pieces segmentation)

14N1 
Central back vent 
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Style for back vent

14H2
No back vent, tacks for both sides of side seam with 
long belt(the width for belt is 5CM, oblique angle for 
belt ends)

14ND
Central back vent, tacks for both sides of side seam with 
long belt(the width for belt is 6CM, oblique angle for belt 
ends)

14N4
No back vent, customer appointed fabric for both side of 
central line from neck to bottom, the width for the fabric is 
2.5CM-

14N8
Side back vents with long waist belt with 
oblique angle for belt ends, the width for 
belt is 5CM,no belt loops 



Style for back vent

14N6
Single open back, 5.0CM net width of back and waist 
stitching, two ends with pointed buckle lock eye nail 
(No. 32 buckle)

32

14N5
Side vent on the back(side seam with 2.5cm joint fabric from collar to 
button, fabric  appoint )-

14NK
No vent,waist position divided horizontally,seam with 
piping,pining customer appointed(only fit to eight slices 
segmentation)--

14NE
no back vents,have 5.5cm manually in right front lap seam and 
sideseam, have belt-loop hidden nial with 5.5cm and a long 
waistband(5cm net width, oblique at both ends) in left sideseam 
centered snip (only for the front and back sections)



Style for back vent
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Double vents with belt tab (3.5cm width)

14NL

14NG
Central vent,do belt loop both in left& right side seam, belt loop 
length 6.5 cm, with long belt.

14NR
Central vent, 3.5CM long thread on the left 
and right sides of the waist at the side seam, 
with short waistband (2.5cm net width, beveled at 
both ends）

14NS
No back vent, back French dart add 
stomach dart to bottom
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Collar fabric

165V 
Outside 
collar fabric 
appointed-

1651 
Outside collar 
fabric 
customer 
appointed-
(inside face 
outwards)-

   1X0K 
 Collar use 
body fabric

19JK
Collar use back 
side of fabric

19VJ 
Collar pointed 
with 1cm 
customer 
appointed fabric-

166C 
0.3cm piping 
joined on 
collar(collar 
point),customer 
appointed fabric for 
piping- 

19V3 
1.2cm appoint 
fabric joint on 
outside of collar-

19V5 
Add 2cm appoint 
fabric on the collar 
face edge-

19V4 
The collar face 
on the middle 
and then attach 
it to the inner 
collar to make 
a 1.2cm wide 
stitching

16CY
Div ide in  center  o f  the co l la r  

leaf , le f t  co l la r  leaf  fabr ic
customer  appoin ted（st r ip  and 

p la id  fabr ics)

can not align 
with the main 
fabric）-
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Lapel fabric

165Q 
Appointed fabric 
for lapel-

1652 
Appointed 
lapel fabric-
(inside face 
outwards)-

1653 
Satin lapel 

19JL 
Lapel use back of 
fabric

19VC 
Right lapel with 
customer 
appointed fabric-

19V6 
l e f t  lape l  use
the customer  
appoin ted
fabr ic (  hand cut  )

19J2 
0.3cm piping 
on lapel edge 
with customer 
appointed 
fabric-

19JV 
0.3cm piping 
joined on front 
lapel 
edge,customer 
appoint fabric 
for piping-

19J6 
0.3cm piping joined 
on front ,lapel and 
lapel edge,customer 
appoint fabric for 
piping-
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Collar felt

Collar felt 
coordinate with 
the fabric color

1671 1672

Collar Felt Customer 
Appointed-

1673

Inside collar fabric

1674 

Inside collar fabric customer appointed- 



Lapel buttonhole position

1541 
Left lapel sham 
buttonhole（no 
right lapel sham 
buttonhole）

1542 
Right lapel sham 
buttonhole（no 
left lapel sham 
buttonhole）

Lapel buttonhole thread color 
customer appoint

15A3-Button thread color-lapel:customer 
appointed-

14A1-First buttonhole thread color 
customer appointed-

14A2-Second buttonhole thread color-
lapel:customer appointed

36

1543 
Left and Right 
lapel sham 
buttonhole

1545 
Left double lapel 
sham buttonhole

1546 
Double right lapel 
buttonholes(no left 
lapel buttonhole

15AB 
No eyelet on the left eyelet, 
ironing drill ironing operation 
after

finished 
product) -
QXTZ002
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Lapel buttonhole position

1547 
Left double lapel sham 
buttonhole and right one 
lapel buttonhole



Facing style

36 1-

1703 1706
Inner facing F Curved French 

Facing One 
Piece

1701 
Inner facing A
(add dart)

1704 
Facing style:Inner facing A,all 
buttons in the hidden placket



Inner facing piping types

36-2

1853 
Customer appointed fabric for 
lining edge piping-
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Lining color Sleeve lining color

a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a

1714 
Customer appointed 
color lining- 1721 

Sleeve lining matching 
lining

a
a

a
a
a
a
a

1724 
Sleeve lining customer 
appointed-

1723 
White stripped sleeve 
lining(light and white fabric 
use matching lining

172N 
Customer appointed 
DIY lining-

a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a

172D 
Customer appoint 
circulation lining(back 
lining no centre joint )-

1727 
White stripped sleeve 
lining(light and white fabric 
use white lining
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Sleeve lining color

1721 
Sleeve lining 
matching lining

a
a

a
a
a
a
a

1724 
Sleeve lining-customer 
appointed-

1723 
White stripped sleeve 
lining(light and white fabric 
use matching lining

1727 
White stripped sleeve 
lining(light and white fabric 
use white 

172M
Customer appoint 
DIY sleeve lining-
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Lining style and bottom

15C1 
Full lining, 
regular round 
bottom

1417 
Full lining, 
small round 
bottom

15C5
Full lining, 
square bottom

15CE
Full lining, 
Slightly rounded 
bottom

15CA
Full lining/
slanted placket and 
straight bottom 

15C6
Full Lining/ Big 
Round Bottom

15CG
Full Lining/ 
Orthodrome 
Bottom

15CN
Full lining/ Extra-
large circular 
bottom, only front 
bottom put welt

15CF
Full Lining/ Add 0.6cm 
Round Bottom

15CK
Full Lining with 
back collar holder 
regular round 
bottom

15CM
Full Lining/ 
Reduce 0.6cm 
round bottom

15C7 
Full lining/
Oblique placket 
round bottom



Lining style and bottom

15CB 
Full lining/ Slanting 
threshold bottom 
Front inner bottom 
add fabric welt

15C2 
Full lining/
Oblique placket 
small round 
bottom

15P3
1/2 lining, piping on 
lining Inseam/ Normal 
straight bottom

15M8
1/2 lining, piping 
on lining inseam/ 
Normal round 
bottom

15C8 
1/2 lining/piping 
on lining inseam/
Oblique placket 
straight bottom

bottom

15MA
1/2 lining/piping on 
lining inseam/small 
round bottom

15M3
1/2 lining/piping on 
lining Inseam/ add 
0.6cm round bottom

15R1
1/3 lining, piping on 
lining Inseam/ 
Normal Straight 
bottom
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15T6
1/3 lining, piping on 
lining Inseam/ 
Normal round 
bottom

15T1
1/3 lining, piping on 
lining Inseam/ CLA 
round bottom

15U4
1/4 lining, piping on 
lining Inseam/ 
Normal round 
Bottom

15U8
1/4 lining, piping on 
lining Inseam/square 
bottom



Lining style and bottom

15V5 
No Lining(Have sleeves 
lining)/piping on lining 
Inseam/Normal round 
Bottom

15V3 
No Lining /piping 
on lining Inseam/
Normal round 
Bottom

15V9 
No Lining(Have 
sleeves lining)/piping 
on lining Inseam/
Straight bottom

15V6 
No Lining /piping 
on lining Inseam/
Straight bottom

39 1-

15V7 
No Lining(Have 
sleeves lining)/piping 
on lining Inseam/slant 
placket straight
bottom

15V8
No Lining/piping 
on lining Inseam/
slant placket 
straight bottom

15M1
1/2 lining,(front small body full 
lining, back no lining and with 
fabric collar holder, no sleeves 
lining)/nomal round buttom,lining 
covers shoulder pads.

15M2
1/2 lining,(front small body full 
lining, back no lining and with 
fabric collar holder, no sleeves 
lining)slant placket straight 
bottom,lining covers shoulder 
pads.

15C9
Full lining, (vest 

style),point ed buttom

15CJ
Full lining/CNV slant placket straight 
bottom (left-right asymmetry 
bottom,short left, long right.Right 
placket slant )



Lining style and bottom

39 2-

15RK
1/4 lining, piping on 
lining inseam/ Normal 
round bottom

15U1
1/3 lining, piping on 
lining inseam/ big 
round bottom

15VD 
No lining, piping on 
lining inseam/big 
round bottom

15M5
1/2 lining, pick 
stich on lining 

Inseam/Normal 
Straight bottom 

15CR 
Full lining,(no sleeves 
lining,cuff,armhole with 
one round piping )nomal 
round bottom, lining 
covers shoulder padding 

1413 
Full lining with 
back collar 
holder /Normal 
Straight bottom

15T2
1/3 lining(no sleeves 
lining)/piping on lining 
Inseam/ normal round 
bottom

15CY
Full lining/(vest 
style)round bottom  

15CW 
Full lining/  (vest 
style) big slant 
bottom

14YC
Full lining, left-right 
asymmetry bottom,(right and 
left CA6X Slanting threshold 
bottom);Front and facing
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Stitching style

1570 
No pick stitch 

1571
Front,collar,pocket 
flap,sleeve slit 0.15 pick 
stitching (Except for the 
satin parts)

1572
Front, lapel, collar,pocket 
flap,chest pocket, sleeve slit 
0.15 pick stitching 
(Except for the satin parts)

15L9 
Collar,front,lapel,0.15 
pick stitching 

1573 
Front,lapel,collar, pocket 
flap, 0.15 pick stitching 
(Except for the satin 
parts)

157U 
Collar,front,lapel, 0.15 
pick stitching, pocket (or 
pocket flap) no pick 
stitching

157G
Collar,front,lapel,low er 
pocket 0.6 wide pick 
stitching, (Except for the 
satin parts

1575
Front,lapel,collar,lower front 
pocket,chest pocket, Narrow 
pick stitch 0.15cm (Except for 
the satin parts)



Stitching style
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157L 
Collar,front(includ ing 
lapel) stitching 0.6cm

19T2
Front, lapel, collar 
0.15 top stitching 

157F
Front, lapel, collar,  lower 
pocket, breast pocket, vents, 
sleeve seam and sleeve cuff 
0.15 pic stitching

1574 
Double narrow 
pick stitch 0.15cm

157H
Front, lapel, collar,  breast 
pocket, vents 0.15 pic stitching

157D
Front, lapel, collar, 
pocket flap 0.6cm 
pic stitching

157M
Front (including lapel), collar, bag cap, 
chest pocket (without breast pocket 
neglect breast pocket bead edge)Chest 
dart (beads at the back of the dart), 
sleeve outer seam, sleeve end，Back 
mid-seam, shoulder seam,]0.15 cm 
narrow outer bead edge.

front and rear knife back seam 
and side seam when eight 
pieces are split)

1578
All seam allowance with 0.15 
top stitch



Stitching style

40 2-

1576
All seam allowance with 0.15 pic stitch

1577
All seam allowance with 0.6 pic stitch

1579
All seam allowance with 0.6 top stitch

157J
Only pocket flap, breast pocket, darts, sleeve 
seam, sleeve slit, back center seam, back side 
seam, shoulder seam, front and back armhole 
seam, 0.15 pic stitching



Stitching style

40 3-

157K 
Only the barge head and lower pocket 
(cover)0.15* 0.7cm double beaded 
edge(double beading is made above the 
refueling point, the line trace is not 
beautiful, affecting the appearance effect 
and customer acceptance effect)

157W
Pick stitch top 
stitch:front, collar, 
pocket flap, chest 
pocket 0.6 top stitching

157C 
Only front seam and back 
seam 0.15 top stitching

157R 
Collar, front door 
(including barge), front 
knife back L-shaped 
0.6cm outside bead edg

157B 
0.15*0.7cm pic stiching 
all edge to gorge jiont

15L2 
0.15cm pic stitch on 
front&back collar 
opening and front

15L3 
Front, collar, lapel with 
0.6 pic stitching



Flap stitching style

40 4-

15D4 
Lower pocket 
with 0.15 top 
stitching

15D5 
Lower pocket 
with 0.6 top 
stitching

15D6 
Lower pocket 
with 0.8 top 
stitching

Vents stitching style

15Z1 
Back center seam 
(to bottom) 0.15cm 
bead edge
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Vents stitching style

Vents stitching style

15K1
Back vents with 0.15 pic stitching

15K7 
Vent top fixed with pick stitching

Sleeve slit stitching style

15X1 
Sleeve slit with 
0 .15cm pick 

stitching

15X2 
Sleeve slit 3 .5CM 
pick stitching
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Brand label Fabric label position

1872-fabric label position:Fabric label on 
right lining 15cm from bottom, 1cm from 
flying face

#$

1870 No brand label

19Y2 
Label on side 
left lining where is 
15cm above 
bottom and stands

19Y8-Label on side left lining where is 25cm above bottom and stands 
from 1cm to inner facing.
19Y7-Label on 1cm below the back collar 

18S1-Brand label 5cm below right inner pocket, 1.5cm from inner facing seam-
19Y4-Brand label on the center of the back collar holder (No collar holder Label on 
3cm below the back collar),Fix both ends with a flat sewing machine
18F9-brand label on left facing lining(13cm under left armhole,3cm distance from facing

19Y5-brand label on right facing lining(8cm under right armhole,3cm distance from facing 

19YC-Brand label on Back inner (under collar 2CM),fixed customer appointed 5X5cm fabric by surrounding 0.15CM 
match fabric top stitching
18SA-Brand label under left inner pocket 5CM, 1.5CM distance from facing

18F7-brand label on left facing lining(3.5cm under right armhole,1cm distance from facing)

18F8-brand label on left facing lining (11cm under right armhole,2cm distance from facing)
19Y1-Label on side right lining where is 15cm above right bottom and stands from 1cm to inner facing

18F2-Brand label on left facing lining（top of the embroider in the same level of the left armhole, 3.0 cm from the facing)
18FQ-Brand label on left facing bottom 15CM，1CM distance from facing-Cameo Collection
18F5-Brand label on left facing lining （top of the embroider in the same level of the left armhole, 3.0 cm from 
the facing）-RC brand label

187H-No fabric label
1876-Fabric Position:fabric label on right 
facing lining (11cm under right 
armhole,2cm distance from facing)
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Name label position

187A-No name label

1873-Fabric Position:top of fabric label 3.5cm under right 
armhole,2cm distance from facing) 187B-Customer Brand 
label position:Name label on right facing lining（top of the 
embroider in the same level of the left armhole, 3.0 cm from 
the facing)

Care label position

187N-No care label 

187V-Care label in right side seam where is 15cm above 
bottom

Hangtag position

18F1 Hangtag-customer appointed-
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Bar code

18H1 Bar code-customer appointed-

Printing design number

18HB Hang tag and washing label printing design number

Printing style number

Printing size number
18HF-Hang tag, care label, barcode print size number-
18HN-Hang tag, care label print size number-

Shipped with garments
1BH1-Extra button(a big and a small) in the reserve pocket

1954-Extra button in the reserve pocket

1BH9-Thread is not in the reserve pocket.

Hanger

1DYJ-customer appoint:appointed hanger

Hanging tablets

1BHA Hanging tablets customer appointed-

Armhole fixed 

15H9 Sleeve hole temporary fixed by hand

Name label source

18HE Tag, care label, bar code print style number-
18K0 Customer designate name label

Hang tag print standard 

Label thread

18B1 appointed label thread-

19H9  Hang tag print standard appointed by customer-
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Hanger loop style and position

1885

No hanger loop

1881 
Blank hanger 
loop

1887 
Customer indicate 
content on 
abover collar-

1888 
Customer appoint 
content under 
collar-

Care label style

18BH Cusotmer indicated care label-

Price tag

18D1 Cusotmer indicated price one price tag-

Fabric content

18H2 Cusotmer indicated fabric material on care label & 
price tag-

Lining material

18H5 Cusotmer indicated lining material on care label & 
price tag-

1882 
Blank silk 
collar tab 
under the 
collar

188B 
Lining collar tab 
on the collar 

188A
fabric tip above 
the collar

18BJ
customer 
appointed 
remark on the 
collar-cotte care 
label
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QC certificate

19SX Customer indicated QC certificate-

Shoulder pad style

160L Customer indicated shoulder pad-

Seam lining

19W8 Attach thin silk lining in seam

Fabric label position

1872 Fabric label attach thin sik lining in seam-

Price tag print size No

Original label position

188E No original label

Buttonhole thread color

164B Buttonhole thread color customer indicated

Button thread color

164A Button thread color customer indicated

Outside pic stitch/top stitch thread color

157T Outside pic stitch thread color customer appointed- 
18E2 Price tag print customer indicated size No-
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Button style

Horn button 
1633 1635

Fabric 
covered 
button 

163A 
Fabric covered 
button Fabric 
customer indicated

1638-Customer indicated button No
16F0-Fabric covered button, fabric customer appointed
16FA-Fabric covered flat button
192S-Front buttons customer appointed
165C-Button covered with satin
16F1-Button covered with the reverse side of the fabric
16FD-Front fabric covered button
16L4-Customer indicated front button No
192Z-Customer appoint 1st front button
198L-Customer appoint 1st front Swarovski button
1925-Customer appoint Swarovski button, only for double 
breasted six buttons (three buttons fasten)/double breasted 
six buttons (two buttons fasten)/double breasted six buttons 
(one button fasten)
1926-Customer appoint Swarovski button, only for double 
breasted two buttons (one button fasten)
192F-Customer appoint Swarovski button, only for double 
breasted four buttons (one button fasten)/double breasted 
four buttons (two buttons fasten)
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Sleeve button style

199K 
sleeve buttons 
covered with 
customer 
appointed fabric-

199J 
customer 
appointed sleeve 
buttons-

19AA 
body fabric 
covered 
sleeve buttons
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182H

1821

1823

1824

1826

Right Inner Pocket Style

Standard right inner pocket Right triangle button/
buttonhole inner pocket

No right inner pocket

Right inner hidden 
pocket pocket length 
13.5cm 0.5cm bartack

Zipper right inner pocket
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181H 1813 181Q 1814

Left Inner Pocket Style

Standard left inner pocket Left triangle button/buttonhole 
inner pocket

1812

Left inner hidden 
pocket pocket length 
13.5cm 0.5cm bartack

1818

Left zipper inner 
pocket

45 degree left inner 
pocket with triangle 
button/buttonhole

Left hidden inner 
pocket pocket length 
13.5cm maple bartack 
on end
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1846 1849

Name card pocket style

Right lower name 
card pocket

Left lower name card 
pocket
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18AF

18A3

Name card pocket depth

Name card pocket depth 13cm

Name card pocket depth 15cm
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184C

Right pen pocket\Right phone pocket style

Standard right pen pocket
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18UD 184H 1842

Left pen pocket\left phone pocket style

Standard left pen 
pocket 

Droplet shape left 
pent pocket---

Droplet shape left 
pen pocket
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1864

1862

Seal style of inner pocket

D shape bartack seal

1861

I shape bartack seal

X shape bartack seal
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1580 1851 185T185L

Inner pic-stitch style

No inner pic-stitch Inner pic-stitch
Matching inner pic-
stitching thread color

inner pic-stitching thread color 
Customer indicated--

Inner Pic-stitching Thread Color
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19J9 19JD 19JC

19JH

19JA 126K

19VK 19VH

Lapel contrast fabric style

Customer indicated 
lapel brim contrast 
fabric of width 1.0cm--

Customer indicated 
lapel brim contrast 
fabric width 1.2cm--

Customer indicated 
lapel brim contrast 
fabric width 1.5cm--

Customer indicated 
lapel brim contrast 
fabric width 2.0cm--

Customer indicated lapel 
and front brim contrast 
fabric width 1.0cm--

Customer indicated lapel 
and front brim contrast 
fabric width 1.2cm--

Customer indicated 
lapel, lapel corner, front 
brim contrast fabric 
width 1.0cm--

Customer indicated lapel, 
lapel corner, front brim 
contrast fabric width 
1.2cm--
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19JW 19JZ

Lapel contrast fabric style

Lapel brim(including lapel corner)
collar brim(including collar corner)
and pocket flap lace customer 
indicated--

Customer indicated lapel 
brim(corner), gorge 
contrast fabric width 
1.5cm---
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16BR 16BD 16BE

16B6

Sleeve cuff style

Sleeve inverted 
cuff 5.0cm

England style sleeve 
inverted cuff 3.2cm( around 
the whole cuff)

England style sleeve 
inverted cuff 5.0cm

England style sleeve 
inverted cuff 10cm, 
3cm aways sleeve slit
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192E 1924

Sleeve invert cuff material

Customer indicated 
sleeve inverted cuff 
material---

inverted cuff do B side of fabric
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Lapel width

X000: No collar base
10SJ: Collar base width 3cm
10S9: Collar base width 3.3cm 
10SM: Collar base width 3.5cm
10S2: Collar base width 3.8cm 
10S1: Collar base width 5cm

10W3: lapel width 5.0cm
10W8: lapel width 5.5cm
10W4: lapel width 6.0cm
10W6: lapel width 6.5cm
10W5: lapel width 6.8cm
10W7: lapel width 7.1cm
10W9: lapel width 7.6cm
10W2: lapel width 8.0cm
10N3: lapel width 8.6cm
10Y6: lapel width 9.3cm
10N0: lapel width 10.0cm
10Y1: lapel width 10.5cm
10N1: lapel width 11cm
10SD: lapel width 11.5cm
10W1: lapel width 5.8cm(point lapel corner, square 
collar corner)
10X4: lapel width 7.5cm(wide lapel corner)
10YB: Closed collar, collar point length 6cm
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Lapel width adjusment

11S1: Lapel width lessen 0.3cm 

11S2: Lapel width lessen 0.6cm 

11S5: Lapel width increase 0.3cm 

11S6: Lapel width increase 0.6cm
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Lapel Buttonhole

164Q: handmade lapel buttonhole 
155F: arc lapel buttonhole(only for hand 
made buttonhole)
155N:  f lower  lape l  but tonhole  
155Z:  rose lapel buttonhole 
1354: star lapel buttonhole
1355: heart lapel buttonhole
18KF: antler lapel buttonhole    

1356: bright future lapel buttonhole

155J: three color lapel buttonhole

155H: two color lapel buttonhole

1352: life lapel buttonhole
155R: no.1 two color lapel buttonhole
1353: sunrise lapel buttonhole
155Y: no.1 three color lapel buttonhole

1351: Good luck lapel buttonhole

155S: No. 2 lapel buttonhole 

10ED: Handmade straight lapel buttonhole 

164D: Handmade lapel buttonhole plus rose round 
lapel buttonhole

1357: Victory lapel buttonhole 
17GQ: Little arc lapel buttonhole 

16EG:  Ic ing on the cake lape l  but tonhole  

164G: Arc lapel buttonhole with no opening 

1358: Thankful heart lapel buttonhole 
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Facing Fabric

     170F 
Front panel 
appointed 
fabric(not 
including chest 
and below 
pocket)-

170J 
left front panel 
appointed 
fabric(not including 
chest and below 
pocket)-

170C 
side panel 
appoitned 
fabric-

170L 
le f t  s ide panel
appoin ted
fabr ic -

170E 
fabric panel 
appointed 
fabric-

170N 
lef t  back panel  
appointed 
color-

170H 
r ight  f ront  
panel  
appointed 
fabr ic-

170S 
lef t  s leeve 
appointed color-

170D 
inside sleeve 
appointed 
fabric-
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Sleeve slit appointed fabric

16B8 
16cm sleeve slit appointed 
fabric -
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Embriodery Position

!"

4896
patch breast  
pocket  
embro idery-

!"

4899 
no lapel buttonhole, 
embroidery on the left lapel 
buttonhole position-

4968 
right lapel buttonhole 
position with 
embroidery-

!"

5074 
middle of the chest 
pocket embroidery-

!"

4886 
left chest pocket 
embroidery 

!"

4871 
1cm below the left chest 
embroidery

!"

4787 
left chest pocket 
embroidery 

!"

!"

4923 
right panel first button 
position embroidery
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Embroidery Position

4925 
embroidery 4cm 
above the right 
sleeve bottom-

!"
!"

4769 
embroidery 4cm 
above the left 
sleeve bottom-

!"

5077
embroidery 2cm above 
the right sleeve bottom-

5225 
embroidery 2cm above 
the left sleeve bottom-

!"

5165 
embroidery 1cm 
above the right 
sleeve bottom-

!
"

5166 
embroidery 1cm 
above the left 
sleeve bottom-

!
"

!"

5169
left sleeve upturned bottom 
embroidery-

4913 
left sleeve bottom vertical 
embroidery-

!
"
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Embroidery Position

4933
customer name on one small 
cloth(5.5cm*8cm) sewn on 
lining of left facing，top in the 
same level of the rightt 
armhole 3.5cm， 1cm from 
the flying face

!"

4765
customer name on one small 
cloth(10cm*10cm) sewn on 
lining of right facing，top in 
the same level of the rightt 
armhole 3.5cm， 1cm from 
the flying face

!"

4764
customer name on one small 
cloth(10*10cm) sewn on lining of 
left facing，top in the same level 
of the rightt armhole 3.5cm， 1cm 
from the flying face

!"

3776
name on left facing (top  in  
the  same leve l  o f  the  
le f t  a rmhole  5cm,2cm
from the f ly ing  face)

!"

4963
customer name on one small 
cloth(5cm*13cm) sewn on 
lining of right facing，top in 
the same level of the rightt 
armhole 11cm， 1cm from 
the flying face

!"

4788
vertical name (up to bottom) right 
facing lining, all in readiness with 
armhole ,1cm with facing seam 

!
"

4988
vertical name (up to bottom) 
left facing lining, all in 
readiness with 
armhole ,1cm with facing 
seam 

!
"

5158
customer name on one small 
cloth(5cm*13cm) sewn on lining 
of left facing，top in the same 
level of the rightt armhole 11cm， 
1cm from the flying face

!"
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Embroidery Position

!"

5226
cloth(5.5cm*8cm) sewn on lining 
of left facing，top in the same 
level of the left armhole 11cm， 
1cm from the flying face

4934
cloth(5.5cm*8cm) sewn on lining 
of right facing，top in the same 
level of the rightt armhole 
3.5cm， 1cm from the flying face

!"

4938
cloth(4cm*10cm) sewn on lining 
of left facing，top in the same 
level of the rightt armhole 
3.5cm， 1cm from the flying face

!"

5102
cloth(4cm*10cm) sewn 
above 15cm  right ling 
bottom, 1cm from the flying 
face  

!"

4940
cloth(5.5cm*8cm) sewn on 
lining of right facing，top in the 
same level of the left armhole 
11cm， 1cm from the flying 
face

!"

4939
cloth(4cm*10cm) sewn on lining of 
right facing，top in the same level 
of the rightt armhole 3.5cm， 1cm 
from the flyiightng face

!"

5111
cloth(4cm*10cm) sewn on 
lining of right facing,sew under  
right inner pocket

!"

5093 
name on right side ,under right 
armhole 5cm, 2cmfrom the 
flying facing 

!"
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Embroidery Position

!"

5204
named on fabric above left 
inner pocket(start from 
pocket opening) only 
facing B & Facing F  

5107
name on fabric above 
right inner pocket(only 
inner facing B & inner 
facing F)

!"

5147
named on fabric above 
left inner pocket 2cm only 
facing B & Facing F  

!"

5085
On left patch pocket 
center (parallel with 
opening) 

!"

!"

5086
On right patch pocket 
center (parallel with 
opening) 

5202
Name on left lower 
pocket flap center , 
parallel with opening 

!"

5172
name on front  right 
(5cm to bottom, 5cm 
to front edge )

!"

5171
Name on right lower 
pocket flap inner 

!
"
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Embroidery Position

!"

5017 
name on right lower pocket flap 
facing,(1cm to end edge,1cm to 
front edge . without ticket pocket 
flap)

!"

5146 
Left patch pocket(1cm 
to opening, 1cm to 
front edge)

!"

5001
Name on back side 
collar center,(would 
break stripe fabric ) 

!"

!"

4875
Name on fabric of cover 
button(less than1cm 
height , igore it without 
fabric cover button) 




